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The Art of Psychotherapy 

 

Praevmedic, Zürich – The Portrait and a Thousand 

Words 

Light & darkness – the lives of people with psychological 

difficulties poised somewhere between the two. 

Praevmedic sees the value of light and of darkness in oil 

portraits: a journey deep into the minds of people with 

mental-emotional difficulties. 

The ‘psychological disorder’ – a state of the mind, 

widespread, painful, often played down, generally not 

understood. It is feelable, yet not tangible. A broken bone 

would be a blessing in comparison; something which can 

be seen clearly from the inside and from the outside; an x-

ray, a plaster-cast. A psychological disorder can’t be seen; 

there is no x-ray, no plaster-cast, merely whatever the afflicted person manages to express, 

merely whatever others observe from the outside. It disturbs - also those who are afflicted by 

it.  

 

Portraits instead of x-rays 

 “The x-rays and the plaster-casts for treating broken bones are of no use in psychotherapy. 

Two of the instruments which we apply instead are oil portraits and empathy.” Stuart D.G. 

Robinson heads the departments of Crisis-Support and Portrait Therapy at Praevmedic. 

Seeing oneself through the eyes of others, he says, citing the essayist Siri Hustvedt: “The 

baby discovers its self in its mother’s eyes”. He makes reference to Hannah Wheeler. She is 

British with Swiss ancestry, an artist. In a style which reminds us of the contrasts of light and 

darkness in Caravaggio’s paintings – “chiaroscuro” – she portraits clients during their 

consultations with Stuart. “We offer to reach deep inside each human being” she says. 

Chiaroscuro is the art which Hannah utilises to portray what she is allowed to see, the 

person’s innermost self, most vividly on canvas. Deeply immersed in chiaroscuro, the true 

core of each person’s self becomes visible from the very beginning. “This we feel to be one 

of the most respectful ways of accompanying a person to the depths of their mind and 

feelings,” says Stuart.       

As the session continues, the oil portrait becomes more detailed and more complete – the 

person’s mental and emotional development is mirrored in the lines, the colours and the 

contrasts of light. What had originally been felt to be a shadow of darkness engulfing the 

whole person now becomes an essential part of their personality. “The portrait helps us to 

touch both what was felt to be dark in a person’s life and what was felt to be light”, says 

Stuart. “The scales literally fell away from my eyes”, remarks a lady client, “I now feel freed”.    
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Empathy instead of plaster 

Reaching mental-emotional peace and restoring one’s dignity can happen astoundingly fast. 

“Empathy”, says Stuart Robinson is one of the key facilitators. “Empathy makes things 

transparent, allowing the key factors to be touched in a non-judgemental and dignified 

manner.” One’s ethics and the ethics of others are factors which often make people ill. 

“Ethical premises are very deeply anchored inside people and can’t be ‘got rid of’” as Stuart 

explains. Neither getting rid of problems nor setting objectives should play a role in 

contemporary therapy: “Therapy is not about doing, nor about achieving objectives: it is just a 

very special form of encounter.”        

“More genuine empathy instead of superficial sympathy”, says Stuart, would be of great 

value to contemporary society. Psychological health has become a top societal priority. In 

Switzerland, half the population suffers at least once during their lifetimes from severe 

psychological difficulties. 
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